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Abstract. Accelerating technological development leads to an increased importance 
of safety aspects for organizations as well as for their environment. Therefore, 
especially in the case of high hazard organizations an expanded view of safety – 
system safety including human factors is needed. These organizations need 
appropriate structures as well as rules for the treatment of safety relevant actions or 
tasks. The system safety approach is reflected in the recent developmental stage in 
safety research, which started with a focus on technology and its extension to human 
errors, socio-technical systems and recently to the inter-organizational perspective. 
Accident causation theories as well as approaches to organizational learning are the 
theoretical background. Nevertheless, the majority of measurements (methods) and 
interventions remain in the former stages, i.e. technical or human error orientation. 
This problem will be discussed by the means of examples. The contribution will end 
with an outlook to possible future ways of integrating the new developments in 
safety research.  

Introduction  

We must address the understanding of human factors first, because in some contexts human 
factors and human error are used synonymously. This use is not very helpful because it 
makes us forget that it is also human action, i.e., human factors which helps to avoid 
accidents and helps to mitigate the consequences of an accident or incident. In other words, 
the negative halo effect of the notion of human error and its possible identification with 
human factors can give the term human factors a negative connotation. 

1. Human Factors and Human Error 

The understanding and definition of human factors is broadened in the last years - referring 
only to the man-machine-interface in the beginning - now the term includes also aspects of 
the organization and the environment: „Generally, human factors refers to all of those 
things that need to be controlled to obtain reliable human performance.“ (The Institute of 
Petroleum, [1]) or “Human factors refers to environmental, organisational and job factors 
and human and individual characteristics which influence behaviour at work in a way 
which can affect safety.” (HSE, [2]). 

According to the definition of the HSE human factors can be seen as: 
• Job factors: task, stress, work environment, procedures, displays and controls 
• Individual characteristics: competence, skills, personality, attitudes and risk perception 
• Organizational factors: Leadership, supervision, resources, work processes, planning, 

communication and culture 
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From this definition it comes clear that human factors are not equal human errors. 
Generally, human factors refer to all of those things that need to be controlled to obtain 
reliable human performance: 
• Human (qualification) 
• Team (behavioral standards, norms) 
• Technology (design) 
• Organization (structure) 
• Environment (regulator, manufacturer) 

Human errors are somehow the result of unreliable human performance and occur 
because of an inadequate interaction between the human and the situation. “Errors 
(slips/lapses) are ‘actions that were not as planned’ (unintended actions). These can occur 
during a familiar task e.g. omissions like forgetting to do something, which are particularly 
relevant to repair, maintenance, calibration or testing. These are unlikely to be eliminated 
by training and need to be designed out“[3]. 

The so called periods of safety research reflect the extension in the human factors 
approaches. As Reason [4] points out, there are three overlapping periods of safety-related 
concerns arising in relation to the growing complexity of technology. In each period the 
perspective is different and a system's breakdown is mainly attributed to special failures 
and, accordingly, recommendations to improve safety are directed to those special elements 
of the system. In line with their main focus they are called: 
 Technical period: Technology is seen as the main source of problems and efforts are 
directed toward the improvement of the technical components. 

Period of 'human error': Individuals are seen as the main source of breakdowns and 
interventions aim at reducing the number of human errors through training and selection 
criteria.  

Socio-technical period: Interactions between the social and technical subsystem are 
seen as the main source of problems and improvements aim to optimize these interactions. 
The analysis major accidents like of the capsizing of the ferry Herald of Free Enterprise 
proved that in addition to human errors, such as rule violations and managerial weaknesses, 
several extra-organizational factors contributed to the accident, such as 'harbour-
management', 'ship-construction' and 'under-regulation'. Viewing safety as an exclusively 
organizational perspective therefore remains too narrow. Thus, consideration of safety is 
widened to an inter-organizational approach which takes into account the interdependence 
of all factors which contribute significantly to the system's outcome: 'its safety'. Based on 
this rationale, Wilpert and Fahlbruch [5] proposed a fourth overlapping period of safety 
science in which the need becomes evident to address at the same time both intra-
organizational and inter-organizational features in complex, often conflictual settings, as 
shown in figure 1.  

Thus, the fourth period is called inter-organizational period: Dysfunctional 
relationships between organizations are seen as an important source of safety problems and 
interventions aim at improving the coordination and integration of inter-organizational 
fields. 

According to Rasmussen [6] there are different control-strategies of safety 
management: feedback and feed-forward-strategies. Feedback control –a retrospective 
approach - means that the performance of a system or an organization is monitored and 
recognized events or near-misses are analyzed to identify weaknesses contributing to their 
occurrence. Methods are oriented to past events, such as event analyses, case studies and 
epidemiological approaches. A feed-forward strategy – a prospective approach - aims at 
adequate risk assessment and prevention of weaknesses. Methods used to support this 
strategy are future orientated, i.e. risk management measures like Probabilistic Safety 
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Analysis (PSA), Probabilistic Risk Analysis (PRA), Human Reliability Analysis (HRA). In 
the following we will discuss these strategies related to human factors. 

Figure 1: Periods of safety research 

2. Human Factors in retrospective approaches  

The analysis of many industrial disasters convincingly demonstrates that system break-
downs are not simply the result of operator error or the failure of a technical component but 
of the intricate interplay of contributions from various systems levels: technical, individual, 
work team, supervision and management and organizational features. Reason [7] developed 
about 20 years ago an accident causation model which highlights this fact. The so called 
“Swiss Cheese Model” explains that accidents could occur only then if several overlapping 
holes in the cheese, i.e. several overlapping weaknesses in the barriers of a system, allow a 
path for the accident to occur (see figure 2).  

Figure 2: Swiss Cheese Model 
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Derived from the results of in-deep-analyses it is obvious that accident causation 
models that focus on the individual operator or on man-machine-interaction lead to 
shortcoming. For an adequate modeling of the reality the focus should be broadened not 
only to organizational but also to inter-organizational factors ([8], [9]). The socio-technical 
systems model of event genesis [10] subdivides the systems components into five parts: the 
technical sub-system and the parts of the social subsystem: individual, team/work group, 
organization, and extra-organizational environment. (see figure 3). 

Figure 3: Systemic view of safety 

For the analysis of events which can be accidents, incidents, near-misses or for 
instance defects in a weld which were not detected by a non destructive test more and more 
an in-depth-approach is used in our days. Thus, the whole range of possible contributing 
factors is covered. The results of such analyses show that there is an increasing relevance of 
human and organizational factors, that in fields of hazardous systems (nuclear, chemical, 
oil industry and medicine) the frequency of conducted in-depth event analyses is increasing 
and that there is a shift of significance from active errors (operating errors) to latent failures 
(team- or management specific like communication, supervision or quality control). 

It can be concluded that the scope of retrospective human factors approaches is 
broad enough to cover all relevant contribution from the individual, the group, the 
organization, the technology and from the extra-organizational environment. 

3. Human Reliability in Prospective Approaches  

Human reliability in prospective approaches is assessed with a feed-forward strategy, i.e. 
comparable to the assessment of the risks of a system the risk of the human contribution is 
assessed. In addition to the methods for modelling technology (e.g. PSA) there are methods 
for modelling the human contributions. The human reliability analysis (HRA) methods of 
the first generation focus on individual actions like THERP (Technique for Human Error 
Rate Prediction, [11]) and HCR (Human Cognitive Reliability, [12]). According to Giesa 
[13] the THERP is a decomposition methods and HCR uses time-reliability correlations.  

In the second generation HRA-methods the focus is widened and conditions for 
performance are at least partly taken into account like in CREAM (Cognitive Reliability 
and Error Analysis Method, [14]) and ATHEANA (A Technique for Human Event 
Analysis, [15]). 

Criticism of the quantitative methods is mainly derived from two factors. The first is 
orientated to the underlying idea that for complex, tightly coupled, high-hazard systems one 
is able to construct scenarios and to use decomposition techniques that will cover all 
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possible accidents ([16]; [17]). As stated above, accidents are often caused by an 
unforeseen interaction of system components which contradicts the assumption of 
predictable accidents or refutes calculated accident probabilities. This problem could partly 
be solved by using such methods not as simple feed-forward strategies, but by updating 
them continuously by experience gained from operation. The second main criticism 
originates from the scope of these methods. 

 Team specific factors like communication or hierarchy, extra-organizational factors 
like interaction with the regulator and organizational factors like leadership or resources are 
not integrated in HRA, i.e. there risk is not assessed. Furthermore, dynamic processes of the 
individual like learning, group-dynamic processes like dependencies, norms and culture and 
cognitive processes (individual, team) like diagnosis are either not taken into account at all 
or are modelled too simple. 

Figure 4 displays the scope compared to the retrospective approaches, all grey fields 
do not belong to the scope of investigation. 

Figure 4: Scope of prospective human factors approaches compared to retrospective ones 

It can be concluded that at least for the quantitative prospective human factor 
approaches for instance to assess the probability of detection in a non-destructive test there 
is a need to include team factors as well as organizational and environmental factors. 

4. Prospective Approach with Human Factors Customized FMEA 

The Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA) [18] is a method to evaluate systematically 
in a qualitative way as well as semi-quantitatively the consequences of an error or a 
deviation.  

In a standardized process the relevant technical components and their possible 
failure modes, failure causes and effects are considered systematically. The following data 
are collected: 
• assessment of error probability (EP),  
• relevance / significance of effects (R) and  
• probability of detection (DP) 

From the data collection a risk-priority-assessment (RP) can be calculated which 
can be used for a risk ranking in the following way: RP = EP x R x DP  

In a joint project we used the FMEA for the risk assessment of planned non-
destructive testing tasks ([19], [20]. The method had to be slightly changed according to the 
fact that we did not investigate in component failures but possible human errors or 
omissions. For our prospective human factors approach we conducted a workshop with 
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experts from non destructive testing. The task-analysis and risk-assessment were carried out 
in the following steps: 

1. Decomposition of task into sub-tasks 
2. Definition of aims for the sub-tasks 
3. Identification of possible failures / errors 
4. Consideration of potential causes and effects of failures 
5. Identification of barriers  
6. Identification of potential preventive measurements 
7. Assessment of error probability, relevance of effects and detection probability  
8. Calculating of risk priority 

It can be summarized that the involvement of internal NDE-experts and external 
human factors specialists helped to identify a number of “blind spots” and potential error 
sources. The qualitative part serves for the integration of some of the team specific and 
organizational factors and for the in-depth structuring of the tasks. The qualitative part took 
at least partly dynamic processes into account. All together some of the above mentioned 
shortcomings of the traditional human reliability approaches could be overcome in our 
approach by bridging the gap in the different investigation scopes. The focus with the 
customized FMEA is close to those of event analyses taking into account team, 
organizational and environmental factors.  
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